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Masses of space. 
The overhead storage 
cupboards are easy to 
reach even when the 
slatted frame is raised.

HYMER CAR 322 ...

Sturdy lashing eye-
lets secure up to two 
bicycles, for example, 
and keep various 
leisure equipment safely 
in place while travelling.
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Highly versatile space 
in the passage between 
the two bed boxes with 
strong luggage net to 
transport bags, bicy-
cles and other sports 
equipment safety and 
conveniently.

... incredibly versatile

The bed box provides 
masses of space with 
three stowage compart-
ments, each accessible 
separately from the top, 
a fold-out shoe cup-
board and a side stowage 
space.
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Innovative seating group

Comfortable, chic and relaxing – 
that's the seating group with its 
variable table.

Every centimetre is used to the full; 
a sliding/folding opening in the 
floor provides stowage space for 
various items.

Above the driver and front passen-
ger seats is a generous storage 
space which spans the entire width 
of the vehicle.
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Space optimisation

Compact dimensions with plenty 
of space.  Three to four people can 
comfortably sit round the table.
An additional storage surface makes 
optimum use of the front passenger 
seat.

A wide, generous passageway takes 
you through to the rear of the  
vehicle. A general feeling of har-
mony is enhanced by elegant, sporty 
furniture in Merano Pear wood 
finish with silver-coloured trim on 
the edges of the table, worktop 
surfaces and overhead storage 
cupboards.

Access to the bathroom is through 
a sliding door that takes up no 
space at all when open. The sitting 
height is optimised by an ergonomic 
Thetford toilet. The high-quality, 
chrome-look fittings on the wash-
basin and shower include a single-
lever mixer tap with ceramic seals.
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Top functionality in the kitchen

Luxury kitchen with everything 
you have ever dreamed of; stainless 
steel sink, two-hob cooker, four 
drawers with sturdy pullout units, 
a door under the kitchen cupboard 
and overhead storage cupboards 
offering plenty of extra space for 
kitchen appliances.

An optional 97 L fridge is integrated 
in the bottom section of the room 
height side cupboard with an illumi-
nated wardrobe above. 

On the left of the kitchen is a vari-
able stowage space – ideal to use 
as a sideboard.
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CAR GTline with all-inclusive equipment

| Fiat Ducato 3.5 t, 2.3 Multijet, 95.5 KW/130 hp

| Passenger airbag (Fiat)

| Air conditioning system with pollen filter, 

motor-operated

| Fiat cruise control

| Electrically operated and heated exterior mirror

| 

| 120 l diesel tank

| Driver's cab seats in leather GT design, height  

and tilt adjustable, swivel, with 2 armrests

| 97 l refrigerator (instead of standard 70 l)

| Radio preparation (prewiring, aerial, loudspeaker 

in driver's cab and body)

| LED daytime running lights

| Alloy wheels 

| Steering wheel and gear knob in leather 
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Sporty and design-oriented – the all-rounder

| Exterior paint finish Fern Grey Metallic

| Special GT line sticker

| Rear spoiler in body colour 

| Front spoiler in body colour 

| Chrome bar on front spoiler 

| Pebble leather trim in special GT design 

| Additional power sockets including wiring:  

230 V and 12 V on seating group and 230 V  

at rear near side

| Tilting/sliding roof vent (sleeping area)  

700 x 500 mm

| Side window and windscreen insulating blind

| Double-DIN navigation unit

| Omnistep, electric step 

| 19" TFT TV including TFT TV holder, wiring 

 and DVD player
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Street-Line packet

CAR 322
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Street-Line packet
| Passenger airbag

| Cab air conditioning system

| Fiat cruise control

| Electrically operated and heated exterior mirror

| Radio preparation

| Driver's cabin seats upholstered in living area fabric, 

height and tilt adjustable, rotatable, with 2 armrests

| 97 L refrigerator
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Husum

Salerno

Pebble leather

Fabrics

Car GTline                        Car               
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The colours illustrated may deviate from the original colour for printing reasons.

Paintwork colours 

Series Pastel (SA) Metallic (SA)

Banquise White 
(standard)

Line Blue (standard)

Titian Red (SA) Profondo Red (SA) Alumino Grey (SA)

Lago Blue (SA) Fern Grey (optional extra)

Black (optional extra)Grey Metallic (SA)

Imperial Blue (SA)

Golden White (SA)

Fabrics

Car GTline                        Car               
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Note:

This brochure describes the series status at the time of publica-
tion. Despite careful checking of the contents, printing errors 
are not excluded.
Some vehicles include optional extras which are quoted in the 
current price list and available at extra cost. The decoration 
shown is not supplied by HYMER. The details of scope of delivery, 
appearance, performance, dimensions and weights of the vehicles 
– deviations within the factory tolerance limits (max +/- 5%) are 
possible and permissible – are valid at the time of going to press. 
They conform to European provisions governing homologation; 
they may change up to the time of vehicle purchase or delivery.
During the course of the model year, we retain the right to make 
changes to equipment or product improvements.
Before signing a contract of sale, please ask our authorised 
HYMER dealer for our current products and series status.

Copyright by HYMER AG.

The water supply system is state of the art as of  07/2011 
(EC Directive 2002/72/EC).
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